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Abstract. Due to important features of the organic -conjugated nano-objects-doped systems, main properties of
which can compete with the basic inorganic bulk material parameters, the study of the organics is dominant. As the
effective nano-objects and the intermolecular sensitizers, the following nanoparticles, such as fullerenes, nanotubes,
quantum dots, reduced graphene oxide, shungites, etc. have been considered. So many applications of the organic
materials doped with nanoparticles have been proposed. Among them, the optical limiting effect occupies a unique
place because this process permits, on the one side, to extend the knowledge about the photorefractive features of
innovative materials and, from the other side, it is predicted to develop new devices to protect human eyes and
technical equipment from high energy density of the laser beam. In the current short review paper, the optical
limiting effect will be considered based on the results obtained by some scientific and engineering teams. The data
will be shown at the different experimental conditions: the content of the nano-sensitizers can be changed, the range
of the wave lengths can be extended, and the level of the attenuation of the laser beam can be varied. It should be
mentioned that the experimental wave length can be as the following: 532, 805, 1047, 1064, 1315, 1500, 2940 nm. The
materials and optical element based on the structured organics will be shown under the application of the traditional
optical limiting scheme and using the four-wave mixing technique to indicate energy losses via diffraction under the
Raman-Nath diffraction conditions as one of the optical limiting mechanisms. The level of the attenuation of the laser
beam will be shown for the organics based on polyimides, 2-cycloactyl-amine-5-nitropyridine, 2-(n-prolinol)-5nitropyridine, liquid crystals and other materials. Some ways to form organic photonic crystals will be discussed.
Key words: Organic electro-optical nanostructures, optical limiting effect, fullerenes, nanotubes, reduced graphene
oxides, polyimide, COANP, PNP, liquid crystals, intermolecular charge transfer complex formation, IR-spectral shift,
laser-induced change in the refractive index

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of both the fullerenes (1985)
and the carbon nanotubes (1991), as well as the relative
efficient nano-objects, so many research and technical
groups have considered and applied the nonlinear
optical properties of nanostructured materials,
especially of the organics ones. It should be mentioned
that this problem has been relevant until the present
moment [1-10]. Among different nonlinear optical
effects in the organic conjugated systems, the optical
limiting (OL) process occupies a special place. It is
connected with an important feature of this process,
which permits to protect the human eyes, and technical
devices from high laser intensity in the continuous
laser mode and from high laser energy density in the
pulsed mode. Due to this reason, the nanostructured
organic materials have been successfully used for
nonlinear optics and modulation techniques as well as
in the display area. They have also been used in

biomedicine to protect the eyes of surgeons from laser
radiation during operations. Large types of
nanoparticles have been applied as the promising
sensitizers, such as fullerenes C60, C70 and the
functionalized ones, dyes, carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
quantum dots (QDs), shungites, graphene oxides, etc.
The main reason to use, for example, the fullerenes is
connected with their unique energy levels and high
value of electron affinity energy, which can be placed in
the range of 2.6-2.8 eV. This value of the electron
affinity energy permits to form the intermolecular
charge transfer complex (CTC) between fullerene (as
intermolecular strong acceptor) and donor part of the
organic matrix when the organic matrix used for the
sensitization has the intramolecular interaction as well.
It should be noticed that the electron affinity energy of
the QDs may be higher than that for the fullerenes and
can be placed in the range of 3.8-4.6 eV. The basic
features of carbon nanotubes are related to their high
conductivity, strong hardness of their CC bonds,
complicated and unique mechanisms of charge carrier
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moving. Really, we should take into account the
approximately 7 ways for the charge carrier moving:
1 – along the nanotubes, 2 – across the nanotubes,
3 – between the nanotubes, 4 – inside the nanotubes if
they are the multiwall ones, 5 and 6 – between the
organic conjugated molecules and nanotubes under the
conditions of different relation of electron affinity
energy of the organic molecules and nanotubes,
7 – inside the organic molecules, when the donoracceptor interaction has been revealed. The attention
should be drawn on the fact that when the shungite
nano-objects are used for the OL process, the own
dipole moment of the shungite fragment of 2 D should
be taken into account.
Extended types of organic materials have been used
as promising matrixes, such as polyimide (PI),
polyvinylcarbozole (PVC), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA),
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), 2-cyclooctylamino5-nitropyridine (COANP), poly(3-hexylthiophene),
polyvinylcarbozole,
2-(n-prolinol)-5-nitropyridine
(PNP), N-(4-nitrophenyl)-(L)-prolinol) (NPP), nematic
liquid crystals, etc.
To interpret the optical limiting effect basically over
the visible spectral range, the following mechanisms
have been usually used: the reverse saturable
absorption (RSA) from the molecule vibrational levels
[11–15], the two-photon absorption (TPA) [11,16,17],
the free carrier absorption [11], the Förster mechanism
[18-20], scattering [21, 22], the thermal effect of a laser
pulse [23,24], the change of the light induced refractive
index [25,26], the intermolecular charge transfer
complex formation [27,28], etc. [29,30]. It should be
noted that fullerene solutions, thin fullerene films, thin
fullerene-doped and relative nanoparticle-doped
polymer films, fullerene-doped liquid crystals,
fullerene-doped sol-gel matrixes, and other organic
matrixes doped with nanoobjects have been
investigated under the nano-, pico- and femtosecond
pulsed laser irradiation in the spectral range of 527–
750 nm as well as in the near-infrared range. Indeed,
the matrix material properties and the parameters of
the applying sensitizers have been modified so that
they can predict the development of new composites. It
should be mentioned that, in the near-infrared spectral
range, the intermolecular CTC formation plays the
essential role due to the prediction of the bathochromic
shift of the structured composites.

The qualitative picture to explain shortly the OL
effect is shown in Fig.1. One can see that the laser beam
with the high laser intensity (high laser energy density)
will be attenuated via transfer though the nonlinear
compounds due to the large absorption cross section in
the exited state. But the laser beam with the weak
intensity (weak laser energy density) can be transferred
without loss of the intensity. It permits to the operator
to register the input irradiation with the good
advantage without destroying the eyes or technical
devices.

Figure 1. Qualitative model to show the OL principle

Simple OL scheme can be equivalent to the picture
shown in Fig.2.
It often happens that the optical limiter cannot be
able to substantially restrict the laser beam in one pass.
Usually, input radiation should be decreased for a few
times, and sometimes even for several orders of
magnitude. In this case, a multi-stage limiter can be
constructed in a way to use several mechanisms to limit
laser radiation. It should be remarked that, in order to
protect human eyes from any destructions, the energy
density should be decreased up to the value of 10-6
J×cm-2 in the pulsed laser mode.
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2. BASIC EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
The basic requirements for the materials and
elements based on them, which realize the effect of OL
of laser radiation, can be as following:

high transparency for the weak light signals;

the ability to confine the laser light in a single
pass of the beam;

wide spectral range for work opportunities;

high restriction level radiation at selected
wavelengths;

the ability to insert an OL element in a complex
optical setup;

simplicity in manufacture and in operation;

etc.
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Figure 2. Variant of the OL experimental setup: 1 – laser; 2 –
second harmonic converter; 3,7 – beam splitters; 4, 8 –
photodiodes; 5 – light filters; 6 – sample studied

3. OBTAINED RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A review of the published data allows us to conclude
that the π-conjugated organic systems with fullerenes
and relative nanoparticles are the most favorable
subjects for investigations of modified spectral,
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structural, photoconductive, thermal and nonlinear
optical properties. The main features of the matrix
materials have been changed via fullerenes and relative
nanoparticles doping. IR-shift of the spectral
characteristics, charge carrier mobility changes,
refractive index modifications, and order parameter
improvements have been postulated in the fullereneand relative nanoparticle-doped organics.
It should be mentioned once again that the
fullerenes have the unique energetic levels which
permits us to make the prognosis to use them,
especially at the wave length of 532 nm. Really,
according to Fig.3, the transition from ground state S0
to the excited one Sx is connected with the energy of
2.33 eV [13,14].

Figure 3. Energetic levels of the fullerene C60 molecules

Furthermore, the relaxation and transition times
are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. C60 transition and relaxation time


Transition

Time

0

S1S0

650 ps

2

SxS1

~1 ps

SnS1

~1 fs

3;6

TnT1

~1 fs

1

S1T1

1.2 ns

5

T1

404 s

According to Fig. 3 and data shown in Table 1, when
the laser pulse width is longer than the time of singlettriplet intersystem crossing (~1.2 ns), the triplet
metastable state accumulates the excited molecules
and the RSA mechanism is achieved through
transitions TnT1. When the laser pulse width is
shorter than the singlet-triplet intersystem crossing
time, the transitions SnS1 operate.
Moreover, because the electron affinity of fullerenes
is higher than that for the intramolecular acceptor
fragment of the majority of organic molecules
[19,20,31], the introduction of fullerenes (as strong

acceptors with the higher value of the electron affinity
energy) changes the donor-acceptor interaction,
reinforcing a charge transfer from a molecular donor
fragment to the fullerene one. The introduction of C 60
has been found to drastically enhance the
photoconductivity
of
poly[(disilanylene)quaterphenylene}, whereas its photoluminescence has
been markedly quenched [32]. Fullerene C 60 has been
suggested to be an effective dopant upon light
irradiation with a photon energy exceeding the band
gap energy of poly[(disilanylene)quaterphenylene].
These results have been interpreted in terms of
dissociation of excitons on the main chains of the
compound upon encounter with C60 and electron
transfer
to
C60.
A
novel
C60-2,6-bis(2,2bicyanovinyl)pyridine complex thin film has been
developed [33]. This film has exhibited only two
absorption broad bands at 223 and at 610 nm, whereas
there have been five absorption peaks in the spectra of
parent compounds. The bathochromic shift found has
been attributed to intermolecular charge transfer.
Spectral, thermal and nonlinear optical properties of
benzylaminofullerene and its copolymers containing
methyl methacrylate or ethyl methacrylate have been
investigated [34]. The absorption spectra related to the
new compounds have been compared with the one of
pure C60. Pure C60 has showed a main peak at 270 nm
and a weak absorption peak at 330 nm, while
benzylaminofullerene showed a main peak at 330 nm
and a broad absorption band at approximately 280
nm. Under irradiation of pulsed frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser with the pulse width of 7 ns and the
wavelength of 532 nm, the optical limiting behavior has
been observed for all compounds. The C60 influence on
color and glass transition temperature of copolymers
has
been
discussed.
The
photoconductivity
enhancement of polyvinylcarbozole has been found
after fullerene (C60 and C70) sensitization [35].
Photoinduced electron transfer processes has been
investigated in C60-doped poly(N-vinylcarbazole) films
[36]. A new broad absorption band in the 400-700 nm
wavelength
regions
has
been
found.
The
photoconduction enhancement has been interpreted by
the complex formation of C60 with a carbazole fragment
of the matrix materials.
Different symmetry of C60 and C70 has caused a
different effect on poly(3-hexylthiophene) [37]. It has
been shown that, in contrast to C60, C70 is not effective
as a strong dopant in poly(3-hexylthiophene). The C 60
doping has decreased the energy barrier, causing
electron transfer from the poly(3-hexylthiophene)
molecule to fullerene due to Jann-Teller effect. The
photoconductivity of C60-poly(3-hexylthiophene) has
been two orders of magnitude higher than for C70poly(3-hexylthiophene). Nonlinear transmission has
been studied in C60-doped polymethyl methacrylate
[38]. C60-polymethyl methacrylate had a higher
threshold for optical limiting compared with that of C 60
in toluene is due to nonlinear scattering in liquids [38].
The addition of C60 increased the absorption of the
material in the near-infrared region of the spectrum.
Moreover, photorefractive gratings have been written
and C60 predicted the increase of the diffraction
efficiency [39]. The phase holograms have been
recorded on C60-polymethyl methacrylate films and
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features of the stimulated reflection have been
discussed [14,40], which allowed for the fullerenedoped organic compounds to be applied not for OL but
for the optical information processing as well. The
bathochromic shift and the fullerene concentration
dependence of absorption edge have been found in 2cyclooctylamino-5-nitropyridine structures [41,42].
The shift from the wavelength close to 420 nm to the
wavelength close to 500 nm has been detected.
Photoinduced electron transfer has been investigated
by infrared photoexcitation spectroscopy in C60-poly(3octylthiophene) [43] A simple model for photoinduced
electron transfer in conducting polymer composites
with C60 has been proposed in [44].
The bathochromic shift has been found in the
absorption spectra of polyimide doped with the
fullerene mixture (87 wt.% C60 and 13 wt.% C70)
[45,46]. Moreover, in these papers, the increase in
photoconductivity has been observed on fullerene
doping and the dependence of the optical limiting level
has been obtained on the fullerene concentration. For
this system, the absorption cross section for the
complex with intermolecular charge transfer between
the donor fragment (triphenylamine, TPA) of the
polyimide molecule and fullerene as a strong
intermolecular acceptor has been determined [47]. A
very large absorption cross section  for molecules
based on the D—A complex of fullerene with TPA
follows from the drastic increase in absorption at the
low fullerene concentration. It is in some order of
magnitude more than the one for the intramolecular
polyimide complexes (triphenylamine-diimide) at  of
~530 nm. The increase in the absorption cross section
is quadratic in the ratio between dipole moments µ of
optical transitions in the molecules of the fullereneTPA complex and of the intramolecular polyimide
complex. Because of this, the dipole moment related to
the intermolecular CTC process µinter-CTC is bigger than
the dipole moment connected with the intramolecular
CTC one µintra-CTC. For the non-sensitized polyimide, it
has been shown that the dipole moment is ~1.52 D but,
for the fullerene-doped one, it has been close to ~2o D.
Moreover, the absorption peak at 1405 nm has been
found, which has been associated with the
intermolecular complex formation in fullerene-doped
polyimide. This new peak has permitted to activate the
OL effect in the near IR-range at the wavelength of
1315 nm using the iodine nanosecond laser. Future
results obtained have testified that fullerene-doped
polyimide structures could be applied as effective
optical limiting materials for attenuating a power
density of more than 2 J×cm-2 in the IR- spectral
range.
In addition, the excitation transfer at the
wavelength of 532 nm in the system based on the
malachite green dye-polyimide film has been compared
with the fullerene-polyimide one and the OL process
has been interpreted in the context of the Förster
model, because of the overlapping of the fluorescence
spectrum of malachite green with the absorption
spectrum of the fullerene-doped one [48]. The optical
limiting effect has been explained from this point of
view.
A significant enhancement of the spatial light
modulator sensitivity has been found using the
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fullerene-doped
polyimide
layers
[49].
The
investigations on nonlinear optical and mass
spectroscopic characteristics of fullerene-doped
polyimide have demonstrated the potentials of C70
effective doping [50,51]. A thin phase diffractive
grating has been recorded by a nanosecond pulsed
laser with the wavelength of 532 nm at the spatial
frequency of 100 mm per mm in fullerene-doped
polyimide and LC [52-55]. The transformation
threshold of the phase grating to the amplitude one,
which indicates the transition from the reversible mode
to the irreversible one, has been determined. It should
be noticed that the energy losses via diffraction in the
reversible mode can be considered as one of the OL
mechanisms as well.
It should be noticed that IR OL effect has some
peculiarities
connected
with
the
significant
enhancement of photoconductivity, photosensitivity,
photorefractive and order parameter change, etc. In
this case, there are not only fullerenes but relative
nanoparticles should be used as effective dopants for
many protective device applications.
Some data of the IR OL results are shown in Table 2
(Ref.56-58, 4, 59-70). The data for array inorganic
materials as the matrix to develop the OL element are
added for the comparison. Shift of the absorption band
related to plasmon resonance with simultaneous
increase in absorption coefficient; thermal change in
permittivity
of
the
components;
two-photon
absorption; light-induced complex formation; RSA; the
influence and overlapping of the energetic levels of
single wall CNTs and the organic polymers; effect of
two-spectral control at the 1315 nm; thermodynamic
processes in suspensions caused by laser pulse heating
with input energy density of more than 10 Jcm-2;
nonlinear
scattering;
sublimation
of
carbon
nanoparticles; multi-photon absorption; and other
mechanisms have been discussed for the materials
shown in Table 2. It should be remarked that, if in the
visible spectral range, the dominant effect is the
reverse saturated absorption but, in the near infrared
range, the intermolecular charge transfer complex
formation mechanism can be considered as one of the
main processes.
It should be mentioned that the fullerenes has some
unique features connected with their rotation ability.
The investigations of the rotational behavior of the
fullerenes [71, 72] have demonstrated that the
reorientation time depended on temperature. The
rotational reorientation of C60 in various solvents
exhibited the following values of the reorientation
time: in toluene, it is close to 7 ± 1.5 ps; odichlorobenzene, 10.3 ± 1.5 ps; o-xylene, 13 ± 2 ps;
decalin, 3.5 ± 1.5 ps, and in chlorobenzene, 8 ± 2 ps.
Therefore, the response of fullerene changes under the
light wave is very fast. This fact has been used in order
to extend the explanation of the rotation mechanism of
the liquid crystal dipoles under the condition of the
intermolecular CTC sensitization [73]. From the
obtained results, it has been shown that the switching
time of the fullerene-sensitizes LC is less than the one
established for the pure LC system. Thus, the
reorientation in the LC could be accelerated by the
fullerene introduction. A detailed study of the
refractive properties of the fullerene sensitized LC has
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permitted to propose the model connected with the
increased dipole moment via increased barrier free
electron pathway and the number of the delocalized
charge at fullerene molecules. This model has been
shown in the paper [74] and extended using other
nanoparticles as promising intermolecular sensitizers
in the papers [75-77].
Table 2. Material comparative OL results for the visible and
IR spectral range
Materials
treated for
OL*

Wavelength,
nm

Pulse
width,
ns

Limiting
threshold
Jcm-2

Ref.

Europium and
thulium doped
oxide glasses
Silver halide
with NPs of
metallic silver
2-(n-prolinol)5nitropyridineC60
SWCNT–PVA
film
Polyimide-C70
CNTs-PVA
films
Zn-Pc-C60
Carbon-black
suspensions
both in water
and in CS2
Carbon
nanotube
suspensions in
chloroform
C60 solution
Polyimidegraphene
oxides
Polyimide-С70
LC+COANPC70 film
C60 solution

5500

4.5–
45 ps

0.25–0.35
GW×cm-2

56

38004200

250

0.0050.025

57

2940

500 s

0.9-1

58

1560

370 fs

4

1315
1080

50
10

~107
W×cm-2
0.08-0.1
2

59
60

1064
1064

ns
10

0.12-0.7

61
62

1064

5

0.15-0.35

63

1064
1064

35 ps
10

~3
0.7

64
65

1047
805

8
70 fs

66
67

710740
532

10

0.6-0.7
500
W×cm-2
2

7

0.35-0.57
GW×cm-2

69

532

25 ps

1-1.5
GW×cm-2

70

Water Soluble
CdSe
Quantum Dots
Silver
nanodots film

68

*It should be mentioned that the initial transmission of the
systems show has been placed in the range of 60-90%.

It has been shown that in such sensitized organic
conjugated systems the pathway of the charge transfer
carrier is changed due to a fact that charge transfers
from the intramolecular donor fragment of organic
conjugated molecules (such as polyimide, polyaniline,
pyridine, etc.) is directed not to its intramolecular
acceptor fragment but to nanoobjects if the electron
affinity energy of the nanoobjects is higher than that
for intramolecular acceptor fragment. For example, the
electron affinity energy of an intramolecular acceptor
fragment of polyimide is close to 1.1–1.4 eV, the
electron affinity energy of shungite structure is ~2 eV,
the same one for fullerenes is ~2.65-2.68 eV. Thus, the
intermolecular acceptor fragment is two times higher.

Analyzing some pyridine compounds, for example, 2cyclooctylamino-5-nitropyridine, it can be noticed that
the optical density has been observed and additional
absorption bands close to 500 and 800 nm come into
existence. Moreover, a variation of the film color is
observed from light yellow (pure COANP) to light
brown (C70-COANP). This fact does not contradict the
donor-acceptor complex formation between the donor
fragment (an HN group) of the COANP molecule and
fullerene as a strong acceptor. It should be noticed that
the acceptor fragment of the COANP molecule is an
NO2 group, which is bound with the donor fragment by
a benzene ring. The electron affinity of an individual
molecule or radical NO2 is 2.3 eV, but the electron
affinity of the NO2 group bound with the benzene ring
is only 0.54 eV, which more than four times less than
that of fullerene. Thus, the fullerene molecule
dominates the acceptor NO2 group in COANP and
changes the intramolecular donor-acceptor interaction
to the intermolecular one. The photoconductivity
measurements
and
the
mass
spectroscopy
investigations of the C70-COANP system are additional
arguments in favor of the CTC formation [78]. The
mass spectroscopy data point to CTC formation
between fullerene and triphenylamine and between
fullerene and the HN group in the C70-PI and C70COANP systems, respectively. The curves for the C70
release rate on heating the films of PI and COANP
structures contained different peaks. For the 0.5 wt.%
C70-PI film, curve contains three peaks. The first one is
also observed close to 400 °C. The second peak is
located at 560 °C and associated with the
decomposition of fullerene- triphenylamine complex. It
should be noted that the melting temperature of these
PIs is 700-1000 °C [79], thus, the third peak at the
temperature higher than 700 °C corresponds to the
total decomposition of PI. For the 5 wt.% C70-COANP
film, the curve contains two peaks. The first one at 400
°C corresponds to the release rate of fragments with
free fullerene masses. The second one is shifted to the
temperature range of 520 °C and associated with the
decomposition temperature of the fullerene-HN group
complex. Thus, mass-spectrometry results support the
CTC formation with good advantage. Moreover, for this
fullerene-doped COANP structure, the increase of the
dipole moment via intermolecular CTC process has
been shown in the paper [80] based on the quantumchemical simulations. The characteristics of the
electronic states of C60+COANP and C70+COANP have
been calculated and the increase of the dipole moment
in the sensitized COANP has been shown.
It should be repeated that the spectral range of
efficient RSA for C60 molecules extends from 400 to
700 nm [81]. At λ<400 nm, the condition S,Tex>Sg ,
necessary for efficient RSA, is reversed, while at
λ>700 nm, the cross section Sg becomes too small. For
fullerenes of higher orders, C70 and higher (C78, C84,
etc.), the limiting effect due to RSA is pronounced even
above 700 nm [82].
In the current review based on the matrix sensitized
materials such as: polyimide, polyvinylcarbozole,
polyvinyl
alcohol,
polymethyl
methacrylate,
2-cyclooctylamino-5-nitropyridine,
poly(3hexylthiophene), polyvinylcarbozole, 2-(n-prolinol)-5nitropyridine, N-(4-nitrophenyl)-(L)-prolinol), nematic
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liquid crystals, etc. - the extended spectral area for the
OL via effective intermolecular CTC formation has
been shown.
Therefore, the incorporated nanoobjects are
stronger sensitizers and they dominate the acceptor
fragments of intra-molecular complexes. In this case,
the field gradients are formed and the enhanced
additional dipole moment is observed. Moreover, the
increase of local volume polarizability is found, and the
increase of the charge carrier mobility is revealed.
Furthermore, this model has been applied to the bioobject-doped organics, which has been presented in the
papers [83-87]. It can be shown in modified version in
Fig.4. Different views of nanoparticles as effective
intermolecular acceptors are added in this model
consideration step by step.

Figure 5. General view of the diffractive gratings recorded
under the Raman–Nath diffraction condition at the
nanostructured conjugated organic materials

4. PRESENT TENDENCY

Figure 4. Qualitative model to show the creation of the
intermolecular donor-acceptor interaction via electron
transfer from the intramolecular donor fragment (left)
to the intermolecular acceptor (right)

It should be noticed that the refractive experiments
by using the four wave mixing technique testified that
the 3D structures have been obtained in the doped
organics. It is connected with the change of the laser
induced refractive index and, as a result, the existence
of the energy losses due to diffraction on the
nanostructured compounds can be included in the
explanation of the OL effect. The obtained 3D picture is
firstly shown in papers [77,85] and is now presented in
the modified version in Fig.5. It should be mentioned
that this modified version of the diffraction picture is
connected with the large number of results obtained for
the structured conjugated organics materials via fourwave mixing laser technique and repeated so many
times. The laser scheme has been operated under the
Raman-Nath diffraction conditions at different spatial
frequencies and energy density. It should be remarked
that this diffractive grating view has been obtained
when the reversible mode of the laser activation has
been transferred in the irreversible one in order to
receive the replica of the visualization of the lasermatter interaction.
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According to the database of the considered organic
systems one can postulate that these materials can
replace the inorganic bulk crystals, for example, such
as LiNbO3, quartz, KDP, DKDP, etc. in order to activate
the OL mechanisms in them, to write and record the
amplitude-phase thin holographic gratings, etc. Taking
this fact into account, it should be noticed that the use
of conjugated organics is dominant in modified
optoelectronic components. As a rule, these organic
structures are the systems with the thickness of several
microns but their refractive parameters can be
compared with inorganic crystals with the thickness of
5-10 mm. The organics elements can be incorporated
in different optical complex schemes with good
advantages.
It should be taken into account that, for the organic
materials, it is very important to draw attention to the
interface between the used substrate and thin organic
conjugated films [87]. It predicts the order parameter
change and the spectral IR shift variation, as well [88].

5. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize the data about the nonlinear features
of the conjugated organics materials, especially, to
establish and to realize the OL mechanism in them, one
can conclude the following:
Organic systems with different sensitizers can be
applied as the perspective elements for the general
optoelectronics and laser complex schemes, as well.
As the promising sensitizers, the fullerenes, carbon
nanotubes, graphene oxides, shungites, quantum dots,
J-aggregates, Janus nanoparticles, DNA, etc. can be
considered.
Reverse
saturable
absorption;
two-photon
absorption; Förster process; thermal change in
permittivity of the components; light-induced complex
formation; the energy losses due to diffraction on the
nanostructured compounds, etc. can be included in the
explanation of the OL effect.
Possibly, renewable DNA structures can be
considered as good candidates to modify the
photorefractive features of the organic materials with
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an initial donor-acceptor interaction that can predict to
use the bio-sensitization process in the development of
the OL elements, as well. Bio-sensitization permits to
create the nontoxic renewable compounds.
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